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MISSION STATEMENT AND VALUES

tHe

The Office of the Credit Ombud will:
•

Effectively resolve disputes between members
of the credit industry and credit receivers (consumers
and businesses) with regard to credit and credit
information matters.

•

Act as an educator of the public in matters pertaining
to the credit industry.

•

At all times act honestly, independently and fairly;
balancing the rights of all parties.

OF the Office of the Credit Ombud
• Fair

We will act in the best interests of all parties, taking both
sides into consideration and considering the merits of each
case carefully.

• Independent

We will not take sides and will remain impartial at all times.
No individual or organisation will be in a position to unduly
influence us.

• Honest

We will deal openly with any issue brought before us,
asking the relevant questions and communicating clearly
and transparently.

Art
of
Hope
Look around and you’ll see hope everywhere. It’s in the
eyes of the mother rising at four to get to the job that feeds
her family. It’s on the faces of the crowds cheering on their
favourite sporting team. There is hope in the hands of the
artist as he mixes the colours for the background of a new
painting.
You’ll see hope in the sculptures and carvings for sale at
traffic lights and markets countrywide. It’s in the goodness
of the vegetables from a township garden that also provides
a tidy income. There’s hope in the rhythm of a rural dance
troupe competing for an international award.
South Africans have turned hope into an art form.
Despite a divided past, we shook hands to face the future
together. Despite conflicts across the globe, we resolved
our differences peacefully. And despite challenges along
the way, we know we can work together to find a brighter,
more colourful, more creative solution for all our tomorrows.

Utilising experience gained over more than a decade, we
approach each new case as a fresh challenge, a blank canvas
just waiting to be turned into another masterpiece of credit
dispute resolution.
We gather all the relevant facts surrounding a situation of
conflict. We study the detail, look for solutions, mediate
between parties. As each case progresses, we often see the
flicker of hope returning to the eyes of our clients.
This annual report shows that the office of the Credit Ombud
can look back on another successful year. We have solved
a record number of cases and confirmed our position as true
artists in the field of credit conflict resolution. Above all, we’ve
managed to restore hope to the eyes of a growing number
of South Africans.
Nothing could give us greater pleasure.

At the office of the Credit Ombud we share this sense of hope
and optimism with our fellow South Africans, because we are the
masters of the art of credit conflict resolution.
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Chairperson’s Report

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT
It is with pleasure that I send this
message for the 2017 annual report for
the office of the Credit Ombud.
The Credit Ombud Council is
comprised of a robust group of Council
members who bring with them a wealth
of experience from within their fields of
consumer bodies, credit industry and
independent member constituencies.
Their dedication, support and time in
providing vital strategic direction to the
Credit Ombud must not go unnoticed.
I extend my warmest appreciation to
my fellow Council members. It is with
humility that I also express thanks
for the honour to have been elected
the chairperson of a truly scrupulous
Council. The Council remains steadfast
in ensuring best practice in corporate
governance, which is essential to the
Credit Ombud performance.
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The 2017 year has seen much activity
within the Credit Ombud office and the
legislative and regulatory landscape.
This legislative activity affects the way
in which emolument attachment orders
are granted, personal information
is retained and the manner in which
credit or data providers must submit
credit information to credit bureaus.
On 21 August 2017, the Financial
Sector Regulation Bill was signed into
law. Although the commencement
date has not yet been determined,
National Treasury is collaborating with
the Financial Services Board on the
implementation of the Act and the
relevant transitional arrangements.
The Act refers to the ombud system as
a redress mechanism for consumers
and hopes to strengthen the system
by augmenting its public awareness.
The office is excited to enter the new
chapter of the Twin Peaks system of
financial regulation.
Another major movement in the
legislative arena is that the
Information Regulator has published
draft regulations relating to the
Protection of Personal Information
Act for comments. The regulations are
now in the process of being reviewed
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for the next version to be published.
We see the introduction of these and
other legislative ‘newcomers’ as a
positive step towards achieving the
Credit Ombud mission statement,
namely to effectively resolve disputes
between members of the credit industry
and credit receivers relating to credit
and credit information matters. This
includes acting honestly, independently
and fairly, balancing the rights of all
parties, while being an educator to the
public in matters pertaining to the credit
industry. The year saw the resignation
of the Deputy Ombud, Reana Steyn,
who has moved on to become the
Ombud for Banking Services.
The Credit Ombud performs
an invaluable role in educating
stakeholders, including consumers,
about the credit industry through
Double Impact training, exposure
in magazines and newspapers,
and programmes on television. As
in previous years, we have selected
a theme for our annual report, which
we feel resonates with the work of the
Credit Ombud. Artists hope that their
paintings, sculptures, ceramics and
other works of art are visible. They
attempt to create sufficient awareness
of their art through networking and
through local communities. The African
Art theme is close to our hearts as it
has a common thread with what the
Credit Ombud hopes to achieve by
creating awareness of the role it can
play for consumers within the dispute
resolution framework and by offering
consumers the expectation that they
will have a fair and independent avenue
to resolve their disputes. This is done
by embarking on a keen drive of
consumer awareness and education
and by initiating an SMS shortcode
for consumers who are unable to
telephone the Credit Ombud due
to financial constraints. Despite
the despondent economy, the
Credit Ombud still provides hope
to consumers needing access to
resolution of disputes. Notwithstanding
challenges experienced within the year,

the Credit Ombud has delivered on its
mandate and has met its targets for
the year. I can undoubtedly say that
the office will sustain this impetus under
the ongoing guidance of the Council.
We are glad to confirm that with
the intervention of the Credit Ombud,
a substantial amount of R15 541 631.31
was recovered for consumers for
the 2017 year. Our education and
outreach campaigns have resulted in
an Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) of
R33 537 537.
We commend the Ombud, Nicky Lala
Mohan, for his leadership and passion
in taking the Credit Ombud into another
successful year. As we move towards
a more digital economy where many
aspects of our lives are online, the
Credit Ombud is expected to stay
well informed of new advancements
and to initiate change. The Ombud
has embraced this digitally dynamic
environment by actively researching
opportunities to further strengthen
and better position the office to meet
stakeholder needs into the future. It
must be emphasised that the Credit
Ombud’s achievements would certainly
not have been possible without the
vibrant enthusiasm and professionalism
of the Ombud and his staff.
To our stakeholders, we thank you for
your support and co-operation. Without
you, the office would not exist.
Finally, and as is statutorily required,
I confirm that the Credit Ombud
complies with section 10(1)(b) (ii) of the
Financial Services Ombud Scheme
(FSOS) Act, 2005. There is constant
monitoring for compliance of the
scheme and to ensure adherence to the
requirements of the FSOS Act.
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CREDIT OMBUD COUNCIL

hassen lorgat
independent

Jeannine
naude-viljoen
credit bureau
association (CBA)

tefo raditapole
chairperson

thuli zungu
independent

patricia mccracken

siva naidoo

independent

independent

darrel beghin
sa credit & risk reporting
association (SACRRA)

marie van der merwe
sa national consumer
union (sancu)

laura kganyago
arthur hlubi
large non-bank lenders association
(LNBLA)

women’s national coalition
(WNC)
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BANKING association of SA (BASA)

hennie ferreira

MIKE BROOKS
consumer goods council
(CGCSA)

harry greene

microfinance SA (MFSA)

thandiwe zulu
deputy chairperson
black sash
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report of the credit ombud

“A work of art has the power to have an incredible
impact on the individual. But the relationship between
the artwork and the audience is a singular relation.
It doesn’t speak to the stadium and audience. It
addresses the individual who walks out of the art
gallery or theatre feeling moved, fulfilled and
changed, inspired. They begin to examine their own
lives and direction. Seeing a good provocative play
makes you think as an individual. One then hopes there
is a small shift towards your hope and where you
i
n
come from.”
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report of the credit ombud

Report
of
the
Credit
Ombud
Nicky Lala Mohan
In choosing this year’s theme of art, more
particularly African art, the focus is on the
parallels between life and art, where humanity,
hardships, economic burdens, unity and smiles
are all intertwined – the difference between
hope and despair could be as simple as an
intervention by the office of the Credit Ombud.
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I often ask our staff, what are we selling? Answers vary from
dispute resolution, assistance, enquiries about my credit
record, how can I get credit … the list goes on. I then remind
them that what we are really selling is hope – hope that you
can help me. It is this hope that we have to turn into a positive
reality. This is what we do. Part of the hope is also to manage
the multiple expectations of our stakeholders, credit providers
and consumers.
The 2017 year was characterised by increased hope in all
the facets of our work. Complaints and General Enquiries
increased by 26% to 18 072, Disputes Opened increased by
9,34% to 4 508, Calls Received at the Call Centre increased
by 9,56% to 35 162 and Disputes Closed increased by 5,34%
to 4 662.
The biggest single increase was in the money saved for
consumers – an amount of R15 million plus, which represents
a 45,85% increase compared to R10 million plus in the
previous year. We are particularly proud of this achievement –
hope turned into positive reality!
We have made great strides in increasing awareness of the
existence of our office, and our Media Equivalent Advertising
value increased by 33% to over R33 million. The reports of
the various Department Heads set out herein contain all the
finer details of the activities for the year.
The year also saw many internal changes with the resignation
of Reana Steyn as Deputy Ombud. We decided to do away
with the post of Deputy Ombud and instead did internal
promotions within the office to empower and skill the office
talent with additional duties and responsibilities. They are
now recognised as Heads of various departments with focus
roles and responsibilities. I must say the move has worked
very well, with the new Heads grabbing the opportunity and
delivering with gusto.
On the regulatory front we were pleased with the passing
of the Financial Sector Regulation Act in August 2017. We are
awaiting the effective date, which we are told could be 1 April
2018. The Act will bring many changes to how we operate,
more particularly giving us recognition as a Financial Sector
Ombud Scheme in the credit and credit information space.

We are pleased that we are the ‘go-to people’ for hosting
foreign delegations and sharing our knowledge and systems
with our international counterparts.
In July 2017 we hosted a delegation from Tanzania.
In September 2017 I visited the Swaziland Ombudsman for
Financial Services to assist and advise on their new mandate
related to credit financial transactions. The deliberations are
ongoing and we intend to host a number of their staff at our
offices for an in-house training sometime in 2018.
We hosted the Pakistan Microfinance Network Exchange
in November 2017. This was facilitated by the Centre for
Financial Regulation and Inclusion (CENFRI).
We have also had enquiries from Botswana, which
we are following up on.
The Credit Ombud continues to be a member of INFO –
International Network for Financial Ombuds – and we attend
the international conference where we are called upon to
speak or facilitate a session.
We are extremely grateful to our members, the credit
providers that continue to fund our office. We are glad
that they see the value proposition that we add in their
business cycle.
Thanks must also go to the various regulators, the National
Treasury, the Financial Services Board and the National
Credit Regulator for their co-operation and guidance.
Our office has very good working relations with our fellow
ombuds and we jointly deliberate on various issues, including
legislation, for the benefit of all of us. A big thank you to them.
Our Council has become more robust and is providing the
necessary oversight function and guidance. Their invaluable
contribution under the stewardship of Tefo Raditapole
is much appreciated.
Finally, the biggest gratitude goes to the staff of the Credit
Ombud, without whom nothing of this would be possible.

Nicky
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In the words of Pablo Picasso – “Art washes
away from the soul the dust of everyday life.”
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STAFF OF THE CREDIT OMBUD

salem NOLUBABALO
dyafta

Andiswa
Madlebe

public relations manager

STATISTICS & Reporting
Administrator

Lwazikazi
Mafuna

bernadine
naidoo
case manager

jacob
sefure

paul
kaseke

receptionist

case manager

Sibusiso
Mkhize

call centre agent

sadhia
khan

legal advisor

Training Co-Ordinator

kabelo teme
pa to the credit
ombudsman

Carmen
Goosen

Call Centre Agent

agnes
marutha

office assistant

Thuli
Phakathi

Public Relations Assistant

Anthony
Kgafe

sarojini
babulal

Case Manager

legal advisor

bets
noordman

financial officer

Rachael Moalusi
Call Centre Agent

FUNDISWA
GWANTSHU

avitha
nofal

council secretariat & head: call centre

daisy guntert
Call Centre Agent

melvin fish
legal advisor

Call Centre Agent

Staff of the Credit Ombud

LIAQUAT (lee) soobrathi

Head: Case management/dispute resolution

nicky lala mohan
credit ombud

key f igures at a glance

key figures (YTD) at a glance
Complaints and Enquiries (Including General enquiries and all cases opened)

18 072 26%

R3 036.18

Disputes opened

Total Expense for the year

4 508 9,34%
Disputes closed

4 662

5,43%

Average days to resolve Disputes

53,73 days

2,40%

Media Equivalent Advertising Value

R33 537 537.33 33,40%
Call Centre Calls received

35 162 9,56%
Amount of money saved for consumers

R15 541 631.31 45,85%
14

Cost per Dispute

7,6%

R13 687 083.00
Percentage of Disputes resolved in favour of consumers

64,76%
Number of workshops

workshops = 122
double impact = 44
Consumer

Satisfaction Survey = 82%
Referral = 84%
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case management department

case studies
A. Credit information dispute
– prescription of debt

The complainant logged a dispute claiming prescription
on the loan accounts reflecting under his credit profile.
Upon investigating the complaint, it was found that
prescription did apply, and the accounts were closed and
updated on his credit profile. The amounts owing on the
accounts prior to resolution were R66 751.00.

B. Emolument attachment order
– overcharging of interest
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CASE MANAGEMENT
Art is an array of chosen paints, colours and textures working
together in symbiosis and interpreted differently by each
individual viewing or experiencing it. In this respect, the theme
chosen for this annual report could not have been any more
appropriate, having regard to the busy and fulfilling year that this
office has experienced in 2017. It has been a year of change
which has brought with it growth, expansion and progress.
The team of case managers and legal advisors that make
up the case management department each add their
individual colour and texture to the grandeur of art created
by this office. Their experience and expertise can be
attributed to their constant dedication and hard work while
trying to balance the expectations of complainants, which
is no easy task. I commend them for their achievements
in 2017, which has made my appointment as Head of the
Case Management Department a pleasant transition.
Edgar Degas, a French artist famous for his paintings,
sculptures, prints and drawings, once said the following,
which I find quite interesting, having regard to the type
of service that we offer: “Art is not what you see,
but what you make others see”.
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This speaks exactly to the type of work we do, as the
resolution process is one that requires a case manager
to investigate a case with meticulous detail, keeping in mind
the overall provisions and requirements laid down by laws
regulating the credit industry, and communicating this to the
complainant in a way that he or she understands. In other
words, we may view our office as the Credit Ombud, but to
the complainant we are a symbol of hope and fairness even if
we find against the complainant.
Our key figures for the year bear testimony to the fact that
we are accomplishing our vision and mission in an upward
trend. I would be remiss if I did not thank our members and
their staff for their continued assistance, which enables us
to effectively resolve disputes. Their valuable input enables
us to be the symbol of hope and fairness which is at the
heart of the Credit Ombud’s existence.

“Art is not what you see,
but what you make others see.”

The complainant did not understand the interest charges
on the account that was subject to an emolument attachment
order taken by consent. Upon assessment of the matter
it was found that the credit provider was overcharging on
interest. Our office liaised with the credit provider in respect
of the inflated interest charges, after which the interest
rate was reduced from 32,1% to 15,5%. This resulted in
a reduction of R18 598.46 off the balance outstanding,
which the complainant would have been liable for, had it
not been for the Credit Ombud’s intervention. The account
was corrected accordingly, and the outstanding balances
adjusted.

C. Credit information dispute – invalid listing

The complainant was listed in his personal capacity
for a loan that was granted to an entity in which he was a
member. Upon investigation it was found that the entity that
entered into the loan agreement had been liquidated and the
consumer was listed in his personal capacity. After a lengthy
investigation by our office, the credit provider agreed that
the complainant should not have been listed in his personal
capacity as they could have proceeded against the sureties
on the loan agreement. The listing was subsequently removed
from the complainant’s credit profile. The amount for which
the complainant was listed was R8 099 875.

D. Interest – section 103(5)
of the National Credit Act 31 of 2005

The complainant approached our office to investigate
the interest charges levied on the account with the credit
provider. Upon investigation it was found that the interest
charges were in breach of section 103(5) of the National
Credit Act 34 of 2005, in that the interest charges threshold
was exceeded. The account was corrected and the amount
of R8 651.84 was adjusted on the account.

E. Credit information dispute
– default listing removed

F. Statement of account
– refund facilitated

The complainant noted discrepancies with the statement
of account in that the outstanding balance did not coincide
with the outstanding balance for which the judgment was
granted. Upon investigation the credit provider adjusted
the statement of account, which resulted in a credit
balance, and the complainant was refunded an amount
of R5 958.28. A paid-up letter was obtained, and the
account was subsequently closed. The complainant wrote
back stating: “The way that you treated my complaint was
out of this world. I’m proud of you. Keep on doing the good
work to all SA citizens”.

G. Credit information – fraud

The complainant misplaced his identity document and
subsequently found that four accounts which were not
opened by him, were listed on his credit profile. He
approached our office to dispute the information that
incorrectly appeared on his credit profile, as attempts made
by him had been unsuccessful. Upon investigation with the
relevant credit providers, it was found that the accounts had
in fact been fraudulently opened in the consumer’s name.
The accounts were subsequently removed from the
complainant’s credit profile.

H. Reckless lending

The complainant approached our office claiming that she
could not afford various loans taken with the credit provider
and questioned how the loans were originally granted to her.
Upon assessment, it was found that two of the loans had
been granted recklessly as the complainant was not able
to afford the repayment of the loan agreements at the time
that they were granted to her. The credit provider agreed
with our submissions and the amount of R84 058.60,
made up of interest and service fees, was written off
the respective accounts.
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Seado: Case Manage
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The complainant disputed a default listing which was
recorded against his credit profile on the basis that the
required notification was not sent to him. Our investigations
revealed that proper notification had indeed not been
provided to him by the credit provider. The credit provider
subsequently removed the default listing on this basis.
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public relations
Public
Relations and
and communication
Communications

Community Outreach:
The office of the Credit Ombud has embarked on a
mission to address the following challenges our
communities face:
Too many consumers do not know:

• Their rights in relation to credit agreements
• Where to turn when they experience financial difficulties
• The legal implications of the contracts that they sign.

As such, we have reached out to several
communities with the aim of educating them
on credit matters, for example:
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In 2017 the office of the Credit Ombud once again stayed true
to its mission statement: To act as an educator to the public in
matters pertaining to the credit industry.
This year we focused on building and cultivating partnerships
in order to spread the ‘credit’ word. The PR and Education
department has been proactive in placing emphasis on
creating awareness of its existence and FREE assistance
through campaigns, workshops, exhibitions, community
outreaches, media platforms and stakeholder staff training
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sessions. With the rising number of credit active consumers,
and South Africa being ranked No. 1 when it comes to debt
according to the World Bank report, the need to reach out
and educate has become much greater.
The PR and Consumer Education team saw a gap in the
market where the message was not reaching the rural
communities, which prompted the focus on community
outreach.

• Assisting consumers with historical debt problems
to rehabilitate themselves
• Assisting consumers to save/invest rather than using credit
• Financial education
• General financial counselling for consumers in need
• Affordable settlements on accounts in debt collection
• Efforts to curb the escalation of a debt due to high
interest and legal fees.

Shopping Centres are where you will find many
consumers, which is why part of our strategy
for 2017 was shopping centre outreach:
•
•
•
•
•

Diepsloot Mall
Carletonville Shopping Centre
Alex Plaza
Maponya Mall
Chris Hani Crossing Mall.

Some of the communities reached:
•
•
•
•

Pongola – KZN
Seeisoville – Free State
Sebokeng – Vaal
Tembisa – Ekurhuleni (Department of Economic
Development Siyeza Bus)
• Klipfontein Township.

The Credit Ombud team partnered with the
following organisations to empower their staff:
•
•
•
•
•

SANDF – Port Elizabeth
Roads and Transport Department – Gauteng
JDG Financial Services – Gauteng
Department of Economic Development – KZN
Old Mutual – National.

WORLD CONSUMER RIGHTS DAY – 2017
World Consumer Rights Day (WCRD) was established in
1983 to promote the basic rights of consumers everywhere.
Every year on 15 March, the global consumer movement
unites around a common theme to deliver an exciting array
of campaigning activities. WCRD is an opportunity to promote
the basic rights of all consumers, for demanding that those
rights are respected and protected, and for protesting the
market abuses and social injustices which undermine them.
The Credit Ombud – tasked with enforcing fairness in the
credit industry – is one of the bodies in South Africa which
continues to play a significant role in the South African credit
landscape to assist consumers to know about and exercise
their credit rights.

The Credit Ombud conducted consumer rights
awareness campaigns in the following provinces:
•
•
•
•

KZN – Nquthu
Free State – Moqhaka
North West – Brits
Mpumalanga – Silulumanzi.

We have conducted a total number of 122 workshops
reaching a whopping 28 326 consumers countrywide.
19
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public relations and communications

Double Impact
Our Double Impact training was designed through the call
of the Financial Services Board and Department of National
Treasury where they placed consumer education on the
national agenda in 2010 and proposed a National Strategy
for Financial Literacy. This called for a joint effort by industry
bodies, the private sector and the newly formed National
Industry Steering Committee (NISC) to address consumer
credit skills relating to
•
•
•
•

Budgeting (financial control)
Financial planning
Decision-making (financial product choice) and
Understanding the cost and risk of credit.

Media
Our strategy for 2017 was to build and cultivate relationships
with media platforms to create regular slots with them in order
to measure impact. One of our highlights is our partnership
with Umhlobo Wenene FM breakfast show where we have
received a weekly slot to create awareness of the work we do
and educate consumers. This has caused a high number of
consumers contacting us seeking assistance.

Overall
financial
literacy
score is 54

Another strong partnership is with Metro FM Talk with Rams
show, which has seen many complaints come through our
offices. Ligwalagwala FM and Ukhozi FM have also awarded

We have conducted 44 sessions across the
country reaching 1 027 of our members/
stakeholder employees.
Part of the Double Impact training includes conducting
pre-workshop surveys where delegates are tested in four
competency categories which are in line with the National
Financial Literacy Consumer Education Strategy. Below
is an illustration of the overall results conducted by the
Human Sciences Research Council (HSRC) in the SA
market, as well as actual results from a pre-survey
conducted in a training session.

Financial planning

58

Knowlegde and understanding

53

Choosing financial products

45

Financial control

56

us monthly slots to reach consumers in many provinces. Our
monthly press releases have attracted media attention as
we touched consumers’ lives while remaining relevant. Our
topics were, amongst others:
•
•
•
•

Till debt do us part – Romance and Finances
Today’s slave workers are not in chains, but in debt
When debt has an expiry date
Debt-free girls are the prettiest

…. and many more.

We have been able to report coverage in online,
print and Broadcast media to the AVE (Advertising
Equivalent Value) of over R33 MILLION.

Below are some of the comments from our double impact delegates
Organisation
XDS Credit Bureau

Organisation
SA Home Loans

OrganiSation
Department of Education
Mpumalanga
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Delegate’s Comments
“Reading the terms and conditions of a loan you are about to take,
and asking for a pre-approval after you have been approved.”
“I learnt a lot and I found the information very useful.”
“Very insightful. Would like to come back.”
“I have learnt to keep my profile up to date. Pay my accounts
on time, and update any changes e.g. new contact details.”

MEDIA
COMBINED

Delegate’s Comments
“The trainer is clear and ensures information is clearly explained. The trainer
is passionate about his work and you are interested to listen and engage.”
“This was eye opening and information is really useful. Will sure share information.”
“If this course could be more of a constant it could help a lot of people within
the company.”
“The trainer is experienced and delivers the workshop efficiently.”

Delegate’s Comments
“The workshop was helpful as I know how to deal with credit problems
and I know many credit bureaus.”
“Affordability check is very important when you apply for credit.”
“Getting knowledge about me being able to check my credit status on my own.”

TV / Radio

61%

Print

30%

Electronic

09%
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public relations and communications

We have been interviewed by
the following media houses:
BroadcasT – TV
Morning Live

SABC
Newsroom

eNCA

Yilungelo

ANN7

Shift

Lakho

ITV

Kyknet

BROADCAST – Radio
Talk Radio 702

Ukhozi FM

SAFM

Ikwekwezi FM

Groot FM

Metro FM

BCR Radio

Motheo FM

Umhlobo Wenene

Radio Pulpit

Ligwalagwala FM

Lesedi FM

Channel Africa

Alfred Nzo Community Radio

Inanda FM

East Coast Radio

Capricorn

Lotus FM

Energy FM

Pretoria FM

Our focus has also been on community radio stations in order
to further reach consumers. We have weekly slots with the
following community radio stations: Alfred Nzo Community

KNR Radio

Kanyamazane Radio

Kingfisher FM

Tru FM

Cliff Central

Radio 2000

Motsweding FM

Power FM

Radio in the Eastern Cape; Inanda FM in KZN and Radio
Pulpit in Pretoria.

print - online
Saturday Star

You Magazine

Huisgenoot

Pretoria News

The Mercury

Vuma FM

Essays of Africa

The Thembisan

Daily Sun

Drum Magazine

The New Age – national

Africa News Network

Fin 24

Moneyweb

True Love Magazine

salem

Bona

OFM News

GERHARD RICHTER

Public Sector Manager

The Herald
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call centre

call centre
The switchboard and call centre at the Credit
Ombud is most often the first point of contact
for consumers.
In ensuring compliance with the corporate strategy as
defined in our mission statement, our role at the call centre
is to interact with consumers in a manner that supports
the corporate strategy. It therefore stands to reason that
the call centre must always ensure it acts with integrity and
professionalism, coupled with accuracy and timeliness, when
communicating with consumers.
The call centre is comprised of a healthy and passionate
complement of eight individuals who are committed to
delivering on the above by performing best as a team. With
the ongoing learning and development imparted
to the call centre, consumers immediately benefit by being
provided with up to date information and direction with
respect to issues they may experience. It is no wonder
that the operational ethos of the call centre strategy is, in
its simplistic form, one of delivering superior service that
exceeds expectations.
With the positive qualities of the individuals in the call
centre and with the appreciation that consumers are
valuable ‘assets’, it was predictable that the call centre was
empowered to support the case management department
by proficiently dealing with queries and communicating
correct and reliable information to consumers.
The intensive consumer awareness initiatives conducted
by the Credit Ombud have led to consumers becoming
more knowledgeable and empowered on their rights and
obligations when engaging within the credit industry. The
Credit Ombud is also growing in stature as an avenue
of free dispute resolution.
The Credit Ombud has continued with the traditional manner
of calls received and calls made, but has added the internet
and SMS to broaden its communications base.
The various sources from which the call centre receives
complaints are via telephone, facsimile, post or mail and walkin complainants. During the year under review, the call centre
continued to receive calls and enquiries in respect of the
credit and other industries from members of the public. The
call centre received 35 162 calls, which was a 9,56% increase
as compared to the previous year. A sizeable number of these
calls generated the 18 072 complaints and enquiries opened
at the office.
In the words of German painter Gerhard Richter, ‘Art is the
highest form of hope’ and the Credit Ombud, with emphasis
on the call centre, identifies with this. By initiating the
complaints process with the consumer, a complaint may
be logged and in so doing, there is hope for the consumer.
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Where matters do not fall within the ambit of the Credit
Ombud’s jurisdiction, consumers still have hope in that they
are referred to appropriate authorities by the call centre.
The call centre is tasked with promptly and
empathetically answering calls from consumers
and providing professional and correct information.
Telephonic complaints and general enquiries are logged on
the system and turnaround times for answering calls and
the quality of information provided to callers are realistically
managed. The nature and type of queries received from
consumers are analysed to identify gaps in service delivery.
The innovation-savvy Ombud, Nicky Lala Mohan, seeing a
niche gap for financially restrained consumers who wanted
access to the office, introduced an SMS line which has
flourished in 2017. This remains a welcome opportunity
for consumers wanting an independent, impartial and
free dispute resolution process with enhanced end user
satisfaction where access to the office is at no cost to them.
With access to the internet now in the hands of more
consumers, we ascribe the increase in the number of
cases opened at the call centre during 2017 to web-based
complaints from consumers, our awareness and education
campaigns and the dedicated email account which we
have fondly renamed the ‘Ombud Inbox’. The call centre
has a dedicated agent who responds to these queries from
consumers. This has proven to be a brilliant method in
educating the public and assisting consumers with dispute
resolution.
A myriad queries relating to the credit industry were received.
We have categorised the general enquiries to better
understand which issues are of paramount importance to
consumers. The three main categories of general enquiries
have been consumers requesting credit reports, default
listings and complaints against credit providers. With
technology moving at an incredible speed, we hope to
streamline reporting on the different facets of the call centre,
namely calls, SMSes and the ‘Ombud Inbox’ in a user-friendly
approach.
A huge thank you to the call centre and its support
staff for being resilient and always willing to go one
step further to assist our consumers. Your work does
not go unnoticed!
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statistics

Complaints and enquiries
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Jan

2015

Feb

2016

Mar

2017

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
0

500

1 000

1 500

2 000

2 500

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTAL

2015

887

968

1 041

899

1 080

906

1 640

1 185

1 062

1 030

1 116

498

12 312

2016

887

797

902

1 042

1 133

992

1 072

1 582

2 073

2 186

1 262

415

14 343

2017

843

1 512

1 626

1 644

1 696

1 510

1 260

1 415

1 259

2 085

2 289

933

18 072
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How did consumers hear about us

CALLS RECEIVED AT CREDIT OMBUD CALL CENTRE
Word of mouth

9%

Credit bureau

20%

Credit grantor

4%

Media

19%

Internet/CIO website

26%

NCR

3%

Post

1%

Brochure

1%

Outreach programmes

2%

Other ombuds schemes

3%

Other consumer bodies

6%

Other

5%

Jan

2015

Feb

2016

Mar

2017

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov

general enquiries (Types)

Dec
0
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Complaint against credit grantor

40%

Default listing

17%

Consumer requesting credit profile

18%

Judgement listing

1 000

2 000

3 000

4 000

5 000

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Total

2%

2015

2 184

1 928

2 333

1 959

1 117

1 932

2 494

2 038

1 710

2 252

2 606

1 702

24 255

Garnishee complaint

1%

2016

2 265

2 437

3 364

2 632

2 263

2 582

2 714

2 997

3 419

3 183

2 954

1 285

32 095

Debt counselling complaint

8%

2017

2 416

2 693

3 633

2 751

3 775

2 630

2 630

2 676

2 382

3 569

4 032

1 975

35 162

Other complaint

7%

Administration order

1%

Payment profile complaint

1%

Identity theft complaint

2%

Prescription

2%

Credit application declined

1%

Complaint against credit bureau

1%
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Disputes opened

case closed by jurisdiction
2015

Jan

2016

Feb
Mar

2017

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug

2017

Sep

Oct
Nov
Dec
0

100

200

300

400

500

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTAL

2015

337

310

390

332

356

345

432

424

402

406

481

307

4 522

2016

380

314

346

344

320

335

265

341

434

455

394

195

4 123

2017

286

405

429

447

383

374

369

380

320

396

474

245

4 508

Disputes closed
2015

Jan
Feb

2016

Mar

2017

Apr

2016

May
Jun
Jul

2016 2017
Consumer complaint
not upheld

26%

26%

Insufficient/incomplete
credit information

7%

6%

Outside jurisdiction

17%

18%

Consumer withdrew
complaint

12%

9%

Statements of account
Sec 107 - 115

10%

10%

Outdated credit
information

3%

1%

Service disputes

10%

14%

Credit grantors did not
supply accurate credit
information

4%

4%

Fraud cases

3%

4%

Garnishee orders

1%

2%

Prescription of debt

4%

4%

Contractual disputes

1%

1%

Credit insurance sec 106

1%

1%

Amnesty regulation

1%

1%

Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

TOTAL

2015

518

567

445

355

365

348

472

298

448

465

483

310

5 074

2016

462

392

332

389

419

336

290

337

436

390

452

187

4 422

2017

381

338

525

309

411

338

381

426

364

409

475

305

4 662
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Statistics

CASE CLOSED BY JURISDICTION:

CASE CLOSED BY JURISDICTION:
Credit Information DEPARTMENT

Non Bank Credit DEPARTMENT

Outside jurisdiction

22%

Consumer complain
not upheld

21%

Statements of account
sec 107 - 115

14%

Consumer withdrew
complaint

9%

Service disputes

20%

Garnishee orders

1%

Prescription of debt

2%

4%

Contractual disputes

3%

Double listing

1%

Fraud cases

3%

Prescription of debt

9%

Credit insurance sec 106

1%

Outside jurisdiction

8%

Interest

1%

Amnesty regulation

1%

Surrender of goods

1%

Service dispute

1%

In duplum

1%

Consumer complaint
not upheld

34%

Insufficient/incomplete
credit information

19%

Outdated credit
information

3%

Credit grantor did
not supply accurate
information

13%

Consumer withdrew
complaint

8%

Fraud cases

This annual report pays tribute to the colourful and imaginative
solutions found by the dedicated staff at the office of the Credit
Ombud in the pursuit of credit conflict resolution. Utilising its
years of experience and working to a strict code of ethics and
professionalism, the office of the Credit Ombud will continue
to mediate between opposing parties to find a harmonious
and equitable solution to the benefit of all.

Manner of finalisation:
disputes closed

1. Intervention

1 778 45%

2. Facilitation

2 177 55%

3. Mediation

-

0%

4. Recommendation

-

0%

5. Ruling

-

0%

TOTAL

3 955 100%

DISPUTES PER PROVINCE
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Towards a more
Creative Future

Gauteng

45,86%

Western Cape

17,24%

Kwazulu-Natal

10,89%

Eastern Cape

8,72%

Mpumalanga

5,70%

Free State

4,73%

Limpopo

2,70%

North West Province

2,65%

Northern Cape

1,51%

Tel: +27 11 781 6431
Fax: +27 11 388 2445
Email: ombud@creditombud.org.za
First Floor, Silver Fern Building
Fernridge Office Park
5 Hunter Street
Ferndale, Randburg
PO Box 805
Pinegowrie, 2123
www.creditombud.org.za
Centralised Helpline: 0861 66 28 37

